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English Pronunciation Made Simple By: Aidan Chance. Language Master. English. -Oral.2. -Book. David beat you to it by a month.
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as an aid for students who are learning English pronunciation. -It is divided into the following three sections. -Part 1: -This section
contains all the materials you need to help you understand and pronounce the English language. -Part 2: -This section contains many
useful materials like lists of English sounds; lists of English pronunciations; -Vowel charts and descriptions; English pronunciation made
simple, CD guide. -Part 3: -This section contains a (1) instruction CD on English pronunciation made simple; (2) three (3) audio CDs that
are packaged with the book to demonstrate the English pronunciation made simple; (4) appendix containing -mid Eastern European.
Make sure you listen and understand the English pronunciation made simple before you move on. There is a lot of information to
remember, so you must listen carefully. Part 3: Audio CDs are included in this section, with each CD containing the correct English
pronunciation and the English pronunciation made simple. 82138339de
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